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Abstract: This paper deals with the research proposal and evaluation of Strongly coupled MCF which is studied in propagation mode retaining capability as regular multi-mode fiber has an issue of mode crosstalk. As a result, mode retention characteristics of 5 dB at 80 mm bending radius has been confirmed successfully.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Data center traffic is already estimated to become 20 ZB by the year 2021 about twice as much as in 2019 [1]. MDM (mode division multiplexing) can expand transmission capacity within data center [2]; therefore, we propose to introduce an optical network system utilizing MDM into data centers [3]. It has, however, a problem of mode crosstalk in the fiber that prevents proper preservation of individual mode transmission. One main cause of this crosstalk has been mode excitation phenomenon at the bending region of the fiber [4]. MIMO (Multi-input multi-output) is exploited to demonstrate MDM transmission capability; however, it is ideal in the case of utilizing mode retaining that leads to MIMO less transmission. In this paper, we study and demonstrate strongly coupled MCF to verify the mode retaining capability. We simulated and estimated the transmittance of input mode by using BPM (beam propagation method) simulation. As a result, we verified the mode retention characteristics of 5 dB at 80 mm bending radius, compared to regular multi-mode fiber.

2. CONCEPTS

2.1 Propagation Mode in Strongly Coupled MCF

In MDM, LP (linear polarization) mode has mainly been researched in recent years; however, LP mode has some problems in applying it to transmission within data centers, especially, the existence of mode degeneration [5]. Thus, it normally requires the use of MIMO processing which is not suitable for data centers. One way to avoid the mode degeneration issue is to use single dimensional mode and strongly coupled MCF for the transmission line.

![Fig. 1. Strongly coupled MCF which propagates strongly coupled beams. (a) Schematic; (b) Cross-sectional structure view.](image)

A schematic view of the fiber being used is shown in Fig.1. Here, the fiber used is a coupled multi-core fiber which consists of 4 single-mode cores strongly coupled together as shown in Fig.1 (a). This strongly coupled MCF propagates strongly coupled beams with each core width of 5 μm as illustrated in Fig.1 (b). The fiber length used is about 4 m long. In the coupled MCF, cores with small diameter are adjacent in horizontal directions (the refractive indices of core and cladding are n₁ =1.45886 and n₂ =1.43824, respectively) [6].

2.2 Mode Crosstalk in Fiber

Mode crosstalk may occur in the transmission line. This may be caused at the bending region of the fiber. This phenomenon is explained in Fig.2. This figure shows one example of the simulation by using beam propagation method (BPM). Higher mode may be excited especially in the case of small bending radius. This leads to mode crosstalk. In the case of Fig.2, LP₁₀ mode is injected whereas LP₁₁ mode is excited at the bending region [5]. Because of the mode crosstalk, MIMO is essential when we want to distinguish the modes; however, MIMO is not desired in short distance transmissions such as within data centers due to the latency in addition to the cost issues.

![Fig. 2. Light un-centered and higher mode excitation at bending region of regular multi-mode fiber. (a) Schematic; (b) Simulation.](image)
2.3 Concept of Mode Retention
The beam going outside at the bending region (fiber or waveguide) may be prevented in the strongly coupled MCF (multi-core fiber) as shown in Fig.3. The strongly coupled MCF may prevent higher order mode excitation at the bending region as the core spacing may prevent beam deflection toward bending outside.

![Fig. 3. Mode propagation at bending waveguide/region in proposing slit waveguide.](image)

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Simulation Results
We estimated the 0th mode transmittances of the strongly coupled MCF and regular MMF by BPM simulation. Input light used was 1550 nm TE 0th mode. In order to verify mode retention characteristics in bending strongly coupled MCF, we estimated 0th mode transmittance per one turn (custom reel) after calculating and standardizing the 0th mode transmittance in 5 degree bending fiber. The overall results of four different bending radii are shown in Fig. 6. In the case of strongly coupled MCF, the 0th mode transmittance was improved to about 3 dB in 40 mm bending radius, so we confirmed mode retention characteristics of strongly coupled MCF. Note that the simulation was done for the parallel direction bending against the core-arrangement line as shown in Fig.4.

![Fig. 4. Bending directions of the strongly coupled MCF against core-arrangement line. (a) Parallel arrangement, (b) Perpendicular arrangement.](image)

3.2 Experimental Results
Firstly, Fig. 5 below illustrates the far field pattern (FFP) intensity measurement of 0th mode and 1st mode. We conducted an experimental setup that demonstrates the effect of bending radius of strongly coupled MCF and observed the findings. We could change the bending radius of the fiber by turning the fiber one turn using a custom made reel. In addition, four different bending radius measuring points (50 mm, 80 mm, 110 mm, 150 mm) were considered in order to observe the changes in the propagation mode retention and suppression of any mode excitation.

![Fig. 5. FFP intensity measurement of strongly coupled MCF at different bending radii (R).](image)

![Fig. 6. (a) Simulation results, (b) Experimental results of 0th mode transmittance and mode retaining effect by reeling the strongly coupled MCF.](image)

We validated the FFP intensity profiles along the horizontal center axis and the results are shown in Fig. 5. Initially, by observing Fig. 6. (b) below, 0th mode transmittance of the strongly coupled MCF is higher than those of the few mode fiber (FMF). When the bending radius of the fiber is at 80 mm, mode retaining effect of 5 dB was confirmed. Furthermore, by comparing both results of Fig. 6. (a) and (b), both data show that strongly coupled MCF looks better in mode retention than the regular FMF when it comes to mode retention along the bending region.

However, the 0th mode transmittance of the strongly coupled MCF of the experiment seems higher than that of the simulation results. The reason may be due to the different fiber bending directions. For the experimental work, the direction of the fiber could not be arranged to only parallel direction. Since mode retention is better in the perpendicular bending arrangement case in Fig.4(b), the experiment resulted in better mode retaining capability than that of the simulation.
4. CONCLUSION
By using strongly coupled MCF, the simulation data estimated that the 0th mode transmittance is about 3 dB better at the bending radius of 40 mm and the mode retention effect may be higher as the bending radius is smaller for the regular multimode fiber.

Additionally, the experimental results verified and improved on the simulated work. We verified mode retention characteristics of 5 dB at 80 mm bending radius, compared to the regular multi-mode fiber. Therefore, the experimental measurement results suggested the propagation mode retention characteristics of strongly coupled MCF.
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